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A Letter from the CEO
Dear Friend,
Thank you for supporting Nutritional Frontiers! In the
past few months, everyone has experienced stress and
challenges that could not have been anticipated. The
COVID-19 Virus spread quickly, and the countless effects
are felt worldwide. The repercussions encompass not only
the physical effects of the virus, but also the emotional toll
and economic effects.
Terms such as “social distancing,” “quarantine” and “new
normal” are now part of our vocabulary. We will fight off the
virus, but how do we rebuild our business and our emotional
wellness? Quarter 3 of the Holistic Truth is dedicated to
REBUILDING, and together we will grow and achieve our
mission to “Make the World Healthy.”

Immune Rebuilding

Practicing wellness is the best way to fight off immune challenges and chronic
illness. Nutritional Frontiers has formulated additional products to REBUILD
and equip your system for wellness against current health threats. New products
include Cinchona Tincture, Super Zinc-50, Women’s Complete, Keep Calm Kit,
Get Fit Kit, and in response to COVID-19, our #1 requested kit, the newly named
Immune Kit.

Economic Rebuilding

Nutritional Frontiers and Wellness Businesses are “Essential,” and have continued
to operate full time. This has created opportunities for growth in virtual visits
and servicing new clientele in need of effective preventative care. To aid in
REBUILDING business in this “New Normal,” we have been offering free shipping
and drop ships so practitioners may provide continued nutritional support during
the quarantine.

Emotional Wellness Rebuilding

Nutritional Frontiers provides tools to REBUILD relationships with self, faith, and
family. We offer free yoga via ZOOM to provide an outlet which may help improve
your focus and relieve stress. The knowledge provided by our weekly Facebook
LIVE webinars will help you gain knowledge to make informed and confident
decisions. Our quarterly Holistic Truth magazine walks you through the steps
for the successful utilization of our NF4Life® program. As always, we utilize key
nutrients for emotional health with our formulas Super B Complete, Calm Day,
Adrenamax, Sleep Time and our Keep Calm Kit.
We welcome the opportunity to speak with you to discuss how we can help you
REBUILD. Our vision for the second half of 2020 is to rebuild you, your business,
community, and our nation so we can not only survive but THRIVE!
Sincerely,

Jamie Dorley C.E.O.
jamiedorley@nutritionalfrontiers.com
Office 412-922-2566
Cell 412-780-5927
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Ready for the summer?

Don’t wait any longer

build your own kit

Choose one:
� Super Shake
� Best Whey
� Net-0 Keto
� Power Cleanse

Choose two:

� Tone & Lean
� BerryTone
� Garcinia Cambogia

kit includes:

• Weight Solutions
• Holistic Truth Magazine
• NF Shaker Bottle
• NF Recipe Guide

CALL NOW TO
ORDER YOUR KIT!

412-922-2566
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Identifing areas where
Nutritional Frontiers can help
Do you sell nutrition in your office? __________________________
WHAT IS YOUR SPECIALTY? _______________________________________
what are your top sellers? ___________________________________
What are you weakest sellers? _______________________________
Check the boxes you’d like to learn more about.
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Rebuild your Business:
Education

by Candace Wilson
Do you participate in a wellness plan or are you
just taking vitamins? Nutritional Frontiers places
an emphasis on following a protocol because we
have learned that people who follow our protocols
achieve better results. It can be hard for the patient
to remember everything that was said during an
appointment with a practitioner who is giving lifestyle
advice. It is equally difficult for practitioners to create protocols with the
variety of nutraceutical choices available. Nutritional Frontiers solves
these challenges by offering superior products paired with effective
protocols and educational support. There are many avenues available to
take advantage of our vast knowledge base:

KHB RADIO

The Holistic Truth Live radio show
airs Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Thursdays on Pittsburgh 620 AM
KHB Radio. You can tune in to the
radio or anywhere in the world via
online streaming at http://www.
khbradio.com/. The show is hosted
by members of the Nutritional
Frontiers’ educational staff. Guest
practitioners share different clinical
experiences and offer education
and resources for patients and practitioners. Refer to our website for
showtimes and guest schedule.

WEBINARS

We host a weekly Facebook
LIVE Wellness Wednesday. This
hour-long live video presentation
is hosted by Dr. Tracey Stroup
along with a guest practitioner.
Clinical experiences and protocols
are shared, and viewers can ask
questions via chat. The use of a
video on social media creates a
platform that can be shared and
reviewed, even after the event has
ended.
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
EVENTS

Professional Training Events
are hosted by Nutritional
Frontiers every few months
in the format of an all-day
learning event. The event
is best attended live to
experience everything it
has to offer- a specialized
education from experienced
practitioners, featuring
a question and answer
session, product sampling,
a catered meal and time to
socialize with other industry
professionals.

HOLISTIC TRUTH MAGAZINE

The Holistic Truth magazine is a way to convey
information in print form, and a wonderful tool to
share with your clients as part of your in-house
marketing. Authored by staff and subject experts,
our quarterly publication features product
information, business tips, protocols, and solutions.
A printed edition is mailed and is also available to
ship free with any order. A digital version is also
available to view or download from our website,
www.nutritionalfrontiers.com.

STAYING CONNECTED

Vimeo is a free internet platform that we use to
share videos about our products, special messages,
and information for healthy lifestyles. To find our information shared on
Vimeo, please go to www.vimeo.com/nutritionalfrontiers.
Free training is available to our practitioners. You can request an in-office
training or ZOOM internet training tailored to your needs. Training is a
great way to educate yourself and your staff about products and protocols,
industry trends and pearls of wisdom. Contact your sales professional or
call our office to arrange your education today.
Nutritional Frontiers is more than a nutraceutical supplier; it is a familyowned company that works hard to educate others about a healthy
lifestyle and send a message beyond the products we distribute. Nutritional
Frontiers believes that education helps to “Make the World Healthy!”
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Rebuild your Business:

Purchasing and Inventory management
By Jamie Dorley

Inventory Management

The goal of inventory management is assuring that
you have access to all the supplements you need. This
is true for your inventory for personal use as well as
professional use at your office. To improve people’s
outcomes and increase practice profits, it is not enough
to just order any new product of the month. Consumers
and Healthcare Professionals are looking for premium products that push
the innovation envelope, and that offer new ‘features’ by way of patented
ingredients, unique packaging, expanded categories, and more! To curate
the perfect inventory, you need to have a plan of action. First, determine
what you need to have in stock in your cupboard or on your shelves. You
can always look to Nutritional Frontiers to select from the best supplements
available. The formula is simple- focus on keeping your top selling
formulations in stock. For example, if you suffer from, or specialize in IBS,
or own a clinic that focuses on GI and Auto Immune challenges, one of the
top formulations that need to be in stock at all times is GI Complete. We
are happy to share that we now carry a brand-new GI Complete Powder
flavor- refreshing Lemon Lime! Probiotics such as Super Biotics and
Probzyme, and digestive enzymes such as Betazyme and Cybzyme, along
with formulas to kill off foreign invaders, such as Candikill and MicroGone
Tincture should always be considered priority formulations to have in stock.
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Next, consider which products may be ordered as you need and on demand,
and which are considered special orders? Some other questions you need
to consider when purchasing your inventory include:
Are there quantity and order Minimums? Nutritional Frontiers has no
minimums.
Is Drop Shipping available? Nutritional Frontiers is currently offering
FREE drop ship services.
What are you using and what are your most popular patient orders? Your
Nutritional Frontiers’ sales professional will tailor inventory management
to match your needs.
What suppliers meet your fulfillment needs? Nutritional Frontiers is here
for you, without 3rd party interruptions.
Who oversees your purchasing? Did you know that you can purchase
through many avenues with Nutritional Frontiers? We offer phone
ordering, website ordering, ordering via email, regular mail and through
your sales representative. Our concierge service prides itself on creating
relationships with your business.
What is the Distribution Process? Nutritional Frontiers distributes all
products from in-house, and not at an off-site warehouse.
Are you receiving Monthly Specials? Nutritional Frontiers offers relevant
Monthly Specials.
Does the supplier offer added value? Order forms, marketing material
and product education are available to ship with a Nutritional Frontiers’
order.
You may always seek the guidance of your sales professional to help you
with inventory management.
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Rebuild your Business: Marketing
By Mike Mastracci
What footprint does your practice leave in the
marketplace and what options are available for
you to obtain more exposure? Nutritional Frontiers
concentrates on eight areas to create a successful
nutrition business, and an area of struggle is
marketing. One of the huge advantages of partnering
with Nutritional Frontiers is that much of the legwork
for your marketing needs is already established. We
use three marketing strategies, and the most common
is in-house marketing and collateral. A second strategy is social media and
last, and probably most important, is interactive marketing and outreach.

In-House Marketing and Collateral

In-house marketing is the easiest of the three strategies and includes
posters in your office, flyers, brochures or other materials that your clients
may receive from you. The advantage of this type of marketing is that it
keeps your current client base informed about what is going on in your
practice, the care they are receiving from you and the formulations you
are offering. This is extremely helpful for your clients and can serve as a
reminder of the value received from their visit. Nutritional Frontiers has a
wide array of flyers, posters, solution guides, and much more that you can
utilize to educate your clients. The downside of in-house marketing is that
the reach is restricted. Generally, this type of marketing will benefit your
current client base but will do little to generate new
clientele. It is good to have in-house marketing,
but not to rely on this method as the only
marketing method unless you are
happy with your current client
base and are not looking
to expand. Below is
a checklist of items
that should be
considered
for in-house
marketing:

Product Tech Sheets will keep your client informed about the purchase
they are considering or have already made.
Product Posters are a great attention-grabber. Let’s face it, the waiting
room is boring. With attractive posters on the wall you can take your
clients’ attention away from their phone and onto services, supplements or
programs you offer.
Solution Guides are recommended to enlighten your clients about
what products are available for specific conditions and what dietary
recommendations fit their lifestyle.

Social Media Marketing

While the idea of utilizing social media seems daunting, it can be quite
rewarding. Social media is the best way to tell the world that you exist.
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are all good platforms to use and we
suggest using all three.
Facebook is the best forum for letting your clients know what
products and services you have and to host discussions. For
example, you can post a marketing flyer for one of the products
you carry and write a description as to why you recommend it.
You can also host Facebook LIVE discussions and livestream an
education session.
Instagram is great for telling a story through images. This
platform is where you will post images of your office, perhaps
featuring yourself, your store, employees and satisfied
customers. Short descriptions on Instagram are better, let the
picture speak for itself.
Twitter is the perfect platform for keeping your clients in the
loop with short quips of 280 characters or less. This is where
you’ll post industry news, interesting articles you find, specials or
sales, and ideas that you have about products, health, lifestyles
etc.
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The advantage and disadvantage of social media is one in the same.
This type of marketing is the way others outside your circle will view your
company. If your social media presence is weak, uninformative, and
misleading, then this is how your company may be viewed. Counter to that,
if your social media presence is fun, descriptive and enjoyable, then people
will flock to your page even if they are not in your area.

Interactive Marketing and Outreach

Interactive Marketing and Outreach includes your website, email
marketing, and video marketing such as commercials. These are the best
ways to obtain new clients.
Website hosting is important because
it is the face of your company online.
It is important to make a positive
impression for potential and current
clients. A website should be clear and
concise, with enough information
to keep people informed, but not so
much that they are overwhelmed.
Online stores can also generate
revenue without needing face time
with the client.
Eblasts of information to your clients
via platforms like Constant Contact
allow you to stay in touch with your
current clients and can help you reach
new business via email. Generally
sending 2-4 emails a week is tolerable
and preferred by most consumers.
Videos, even a quick video, can go
viral. However, the main goal of
creating a video is to invite new people
into your network. Videos do not cost
anything to make with your phone
and you can post them in a matter of
minutes. You can make the video as
personal and detailed as you desire to
attract and retain business.
Nutritional Frontiers offers professional marketing ideas for our
professional clients. We would love to hear how you have used our
marketing to enhance your business. Send your success stories and
feedback to Christine@nutritionalfrontiers.com.
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Partner Focus: Albion Traacs™
For 57 years, Albion has been the leading global supplier of chelated
minerals. Through our decades of research, acquisition of 130 patents,
and results from 70 human clinical trials, we’ve converted this extensive
body of scientific knowledge into a six-stage process for building chelated
minerals that are not only more effective but also safer, easier to absorb,
and gentle on the stomach.

TRAACS®

TRAACS stands for The Real Amino Acid
Chelate System and is Albion® Human
Nutrition’s branded trade name for a range
of its exclusive patented products.
Over the years, the industry has come to look to Albion for all things relating
to mineral amino acid chelate technology such as manufacturing, R&D,
clinical research, and patents (use, process and composition), as well as
laboratory testing. The number of patents and published clinical studies
related to Albion mineral amino chelates are well into the hundreds. No
other chelate manufacturer can make this claim. In fact, no other mineral
amino acid chelate producer has validated their product, nor have they
ever published a clinical study on their “chelates.”
Albion Human Nutrition has made technical breakthroughs in the validation
technique for the identification and measurement of the degree of chelation
of a mineral amino acid chelate. Prior to this, validation required several
tests and needed much more time. This new testing method has been put
through the AOAC’s single laboratory validation and was presented at
their annual meeting. This method uses fast-fourier transforming infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR). In short, FT-IR measures the amount of infrared light
that a compound absorbs at different wave lengths. Different bonds in a
compound will absorb infrared light at different wavelengths of this light.
Nutritional Frontiers Offers
these great Albion™ TRAACS™
formulations
● Frontier Multivitamin
● Women’s Complete
● 20/20
● Power Cleanse
and many others. Look for this
logo on the bottles!
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women's complete

Activated VitaminS
albion Chelated Minerals
Women's probiotic complex
super food blend

ORDER NOW: 412-922-2566

OR SHOP ONLINE: NUTRITIONALFRONTIERS.COM
Albion™, DimaCal™, Ferrochel™, TRAACS™, and the Albion Gold Medallion design are trademarks of Albion Laboratories, Inc. U.S. Patents 7,838,042, 6,706,904.
Quatrefolic® is a registered trademark of Gnosis S.p.A U.S. Patent No. 7,947,662.
Vitamin K2 as MK-7 Powder / Vitamin K2 as Menaquinone-7 Powder is registered trademark of Gnosis USA Inc. US 7,718,408.
VitaCholine™ is a trademark of Balchem Corporation.
LactoSpore® is a registered trademark of Sabinsa Corporation.
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Rebuild your Business:
Samples

by Jamie Dorley
One of the most important
components of operating a
successful wellness practice is
the availability of samples. A
sampling program will foster
relationships and inspire loyalty
with existing customers and
expand shoppers’ knowledge
about the products you offer.
They will encourage repeat customers, boost
sales of new products and earn attention
for your brand at, or leading up to, an event.
Complimentary marketing materials are
available with the entire line of Nutritional
Frontiers sample products and include tech
sheets and framed posters! With Nutritional
Frontiers, you can choose from many fantastic
samples to introduce a formulation.

Available samples-sized products include:
Calm Day, a formulation designed to take
the edge off during the day and help you
sleep better at night.
FSHE CBD for those who suffer from pain,
anxiety, or mood complications. Cinnamon,
lemon, mint and unflavored oil samples are
available, along with a travel size cream.
Probzyme is a unique, chewable probioticdigestive enzyme blend that is available in
three flavors - cherry, grape and tropical
punch.
Re-LAXX, designed to help relieve muscle
cramps and spasms.
Sleep Time for those having trouble falling asleep or staying asleep.
Best Whey single packets are available in chocolate or vanilla. Sample delicious
and nutritious protein shakes.

What are some products that would work well in your office?
Let us know! Samples may be available 412-922-2566
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Rebuild your Business:
Technology

By Tracey Stroup, ND, CNHP, Business Diva (LOL)
As a Natural Health
Professional, I watched this
entire pandemic unfold
and realized we were
not ready. Obviously,
our current state of
health left much to be
desired. Considering
the SAD (Standard American Diet)
diets, high inflammation, obesity
and 66% of all Americans being on
prescription medications, it’s no
wonder the COVID-19 pandemic
reaction was fear. The ripple effect
was tremendous. Although the
numbers were drastically lower
than projected and we did not see
the fatalities as once thought, the
emotional and economic impact led
to greater issues. Could our nation
recover from the COVID-19 impact
and what was this #NewNormal?
The segregation of ‘essential’ vs.
‘non-essential’ business came into
play. Those fortunate enough
to be allowed to conduct
business were
thankful, however
those who
were deemed
non-essential
struggled
tremendously
with emotional and
financial unrest. One
would think the essential
business would do business as
usual, however this was not the
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case. I noticed two things that occurred in the essential
business world that had tremendous impact on the
outcome of their success.
First, even though people were allowed to go
to essential workplaces such as hospitals,
doctors’ offices and visit health care
professionals, the nation did not want
to do so in person. The fear of
contracting COVID-19 was enough
to keep people home, even if they
needed care. The second issue
I noticed was those essential
businesses did not have the
technological skills to conduct
healthcare when it wasn’t
face-to face. Again we found
ourselves unprepared.
Over the last few years,
technology and the
industry demand for
broader communication
has been a passion of
mine. I actually started
with Nutritional Frontiers
as a consultant to broaden
their electronic fingerprint
on the world through social
media, online education and
remote communication for sales
professionals and practitioners.
Amid all that was occurring we
decided to take the concepts that
were working so well within the NF walls,
keeping us connected during this time,
and extend those services to our
customers. We came up with some
quick solutions for practitioners
that can be implemented
immediately into a practice
to help them stay afloat
while in crisis.
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Candace Wilson
Health Education and
Wellness Director

Each of the six years I have been
with Nutritional Frontiers has
given me opportunities to grow
and learn about the natural
health
industry.
Educating
others is something I have always
enjoyed doing and I am grateful
to have a career where I am
able to talk about something so
vital as improving one’s health.
My lifelong health journey has
been steady since my parents
practiced healthy habits for me,
which I now continue. I enjoy
making homemade meals and
am conscious of daily exercise,
movement, and rest. I am
blessed to have a family who
is very close and loves getting
together. I am an aunt to five
awesome kids and a dog mom
to two great pups.

Tech Tip #1: Stay visible

The know, like and trust factor of
health care is huge. People come to
you not because of fancy commercials
but because someone knows you,
likes you or trusts you enough to tell
someone else. In the world of health,
your reputation and relationship is
essential. Additionally, people need
people, especially when they are
sick. The atmosphere of isolation was
more detrimental on the health of our
nation and world, probably more so
than the COVID-19 itself. Staying in
communication or simply being visible
is a way to maintain some form of a
relationship with your current patient
base and potentially acquire new ones.
There is so much confusion on
guidelines that change daily and vary
from state to state. If it is confusing for
those in practice, it is ten times more
confusing for clients and patients.
Staying in touch is vital for patient
clarity on many topics pertaining
to essential businesses. Emails, text
messages or even phone calls are our
suggestion as a first touch point to let
your people know you are an essential
business, available and open.
Social media is another great way
to stay visible and create your
brand. During the quarantine it was
estimated over two billion people were
on Facebook daily. We encourage our
doctors to go online and create free
valuable content on supplements that
boost immunity, to post encouraging
messages,
promote
emotional
wellness or simply let the world know,
“I’m essential and I’m open.” With
the entire world focused on health,
this is an amazing opportunity for
practitioners to literally reach out
and touch someone through a cyber
relationship.
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Tech Tip #2: Drop ship and ecommerce systems

The conversion rate of products searched online to sales is almost 95%,
which means when someone wants vitamin C and finds it online via smart
phone, they buy it. With this in mind, we realized an ecommerce system
is optimal, however, we sadly realized many practitioners did not have
an online store. Since time was of the essence and our customers were
struggling, we decided to fill in the gap by providing FREE drop ships for all
our doctors. We became their fulfillment dispensary that allowed them to
continue providing the best quality supplements to clients when the world
seemed to stop moving. Additionally, our team created new products
and packaged kits targeting the biggest issues during the pandemic.
The newly named Immune Kit, KeepCalm Kit, GetFit Kit and supplements
SuperZinc-50, Cinchona Tincture and Lypo-C were developed. We
drop shipped these products all over the country for our health care
professionals.

Keep Calm Kit, Immune Kit, Get fit Kit
Interested? Call now 412-922-2566

Now is the time for practitioners to consider the value of selling online, and
to be perfectly honest, if you are not already selling products online you
should be. Ecommerce sites provide easy access for your current customer
fulfillment needs and a way to create revenue from the free valuable
content you can provide on your social media or in your email content.
I did hear some doctors say, “I don’t want to capitalize on peoples’ fear.”
While I understand the heart behind that statement, I had to remind them
that people were going to buy the supplement from somewhere, so why
not from you? Supplement sales nationally were the highest in history in
the month of March. People are looking and buying; proof natural health
is making an impact. People are aware and educated enough to shop for
specific supplements to boost immunity. What an incredible testament
to every health care professional reading this article right now! YOU did
an amazing job of advocating and educating your clients and patients on
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alternative prevention for their health! YOU are the ambassadors of the
health industry, not Amazon. It is vital that YOU take steps now to provide
an avenue of purchasing for your clients and patients. It is time to not only
be the resource for care, questions and answers, but the source of highquality supplements from Nutritional Frontiers. As your partner, we will
help you select and even design e-commerce sites, providing you with an
outlet for sales. Shopify is an inexpensive and user-friendly ecommerce
platform offering website design and many other features. The basic
package is more than enough to impact your business income substantially
and enhance the health of your customers. Go check it out.

Are You Relaxed?
Introducing

the KEEP CALM kit

call and order now 412-922-2566

Tip # 3: Telemedicine

How do your clients and patients know how to individualize a supplemental
regimen? Appointments. We taught our practitioners how to set up virtual
appointments using platforms such as Face Time, Facebook messenger
video and ZOOM communication. Even phone consultations were enough
to provide supplement refills, tweak a protocol or simply assure a longtime client or patient that it truly was going to be ok. This induction of
technology not only kept our practitioners connected to their current client
base but opened the doors to reach beyond geographical limits. Patient
appointments could be scheduled by phone and data collected through
blood draw or other methods. In the age of technology, we now have the
ability to enhance health globally. Maintaining avenues of telemedicine is
key for practice retention and growth.
I hear the term #NewNormal so much. Perhaps, this is our new normal
moving forward. Fortunate or unfortunate, the world will never be the same
which means WE have set the #NewNormal in healthcare. We can do this
by creating a movement that focuses on the integrative and alternative
practice worlds as an essential business. Through the power of education
we can help people understand the value of preventative healthcare.
Taking care of health is essential and will give clients the foundation to
combat any future assaults on their immune system.
At the end of the day, you are the person your patients trust. Even if you
cannot practice face-to-face, using platforms of communication are
essential to your business. While we never want to lose the personal touch
with our clients or patients, in a time such as this, people still need us. Let
technology be part of the #NewNormal and stay connected even if the
world tries to keep us apart! That is ESSENTIAL!
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Rebuild your Business:
Wellness Events

by Michael Mastracci
Wellness events are a great way to bring people into your
office. Nutritional Frontiers partners with practitioner
offices all the time to bring awareness to hot health topics,
introduce new products, or to promote business growth.
Generally, wellness events can last an hour up to a full day.
By hosting a wellness event you can promote your products
with sales, sign new patients up for care, and discuss current
topics. If you’re interested in hosting a wellness event, contact Nutritional
Frontiers and we can work out the logistics to hosting a wellness event in
your office. Wellness events often include samples for your clients, industry
news and information, and Nutritional Frontiers staff to help facilitate the
event. We encourage clients to hold their own wellness events!
I know what you’re thinking... “But Mike what about Covid-19?” Don’t
worry. Wellness events don’t need to be a brick and mortar affair. You can
host wellness events via zoom, or other online confrencing sites such as
Facebook LIVE.

N
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Sugar Solve

new and
improved
formula!

Glucose Levels
Cravings
Weight
Now with TRAACS Minerals!
TRAACS™ and the Albion Gold Medallion
design are trademarks of Albion
Laboratories, Inc. U.S. Patent 7,838,042.

ORDER NOW: 412-922-2566

OR SHOP ONLINE: NUTRITIONALFRONTIERS.COM

At Home Yoga Practice:

Improve your balance, flexibility and strength
By Kara Heinrich

Looking to start your at-home practice? Roll out your mat & let’s get started!
Each of the asana postures is fundamental to starting your day. It’s best to
start early in the morning, but if you don’t have time in the morning, don’t
be bullied by that guideline! Carve out time and space for you to practice
and move through the asana postures to allow a peaceful connection of
the breath and body –whether morning or night. Make time for you and for
your self-care.
The following steps are from Yoga: Mastering the Basics by Sandra
Anderson and Rolf Sovik, PsY.D of The Himalayan Institute, Honesdale,
Pennsylvania. I earned my 200-hour teaching certification from The
Himalayan Institute of Pittsburgh in 2015. This book is truly my bible, a
wonderful simple guide for beginners & experts alike.

Let’s start our session

● Begin each session with a brief relaxation (1-3 minutes).
● Breathe evenly through the nose throughout the session. Do not hold the
breath.
● Keep the eyes soft, but open.
● Do not strain or force to reach or to hold a position. Let the movements
flow from one to the next.
● Nurture feelings of lightness, elongation, and strength. In each pose ask
yourself how to deepen your experience of it; how to lengthen the spine;
how to feel stronger, steadier, and more spacious in the pose.

The Building Blocks- Poses

1. Crocodile pose (Makarasana) (Pictured Below)
Lie face down, fold your arms, each hand on the opposite elbow, and draw
the forearms in so the chest is slightly off the floor and the forehead rests
on the crossed forearms. Keep the legs separate at a comfortable distance
with the toes turned either out or in.
Turn your attention to your breath, feel the cleansing flow of the exhalation.
Remain in pose for 15 breaths.
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2. Symmetrical Stretch
Roll onto your back. Bring your feet together and stretch the arms
overhead with palms facing each other. Keep your left side relaxed,
lengthen the entire right side of the body, stretching both the right
arm and right leg. Change sides, alternately stretching 5 times
on each side.
Finally, bring your legs together and stretch up through both
arms, broadening the upper back as you simultaneously
lengthen both legs. Hold for 5 breaths. Feel the abdomen
rise and fall as you breathe.
3. Reclining Side Stretch
Interlace fingers behind the head, slide upper body to
the right, keeping the upper back, pelvis and back
of the legs flat on the floor. Walk the heels to the
right maybe 3 or 5 inches, stretching entire left
side in the shape of a crescent moon. Take 3-5
breaths; explore the stretch. Repeat on the other
side.
4. Reclining Twist
Lie on your back with arms stretched out into
a T formation. Palms down. Bend the knees,
and place the feet on the floor near the pelvis.
Keeping feet on the floor, exhale and twist your
lower body to the left. You can gently turn your
head to face in opposite direction. Inhale, return
to center, exhale and repeat on the other side.
Then, roll to left side and sit up.
5. Mountain Pose (Tadasana) (Pictured Right)
Stand with feet parallel and hip-width apart,
toes pointed straight forward. Roll the shoulders
up and back and release them so that the arms rest
alongside the body. Let your spine be elongated and
weight balanced over the arches of your feet. Press
down evenly through the soles of the feet as you lift up
through the top of the head. Continue for 3-5 breaths.
6. Shoulder Shrugs and Rolls
Inhale and lift both shoulders toward the ears. Exhale
and drop the shoulders, Repeat 3 times. Roll the
shoulders, circling them forward, up, back and down.
Inhale as shoulders lift and roll back, and exhale as
they lower and roll forward. After 3-5 rotations, change
direction. Keep arms and hands passive and relaxed.
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7. Standing Warm-up Twist
Stand with feet slightly more than shoulder width apart. Form a light fist,
and bend your elbows so that the arms are held near the waist. Head
facing forward, twist torso side to side at a moderate pace, breathing
naturally. Deepen the twist gradually and increase the movement, but do
not overstretch. Continue for 30-40 seconds.
8. Standing Side Bend:
Start with feet three feet apart and parallel. Inhaling, raise the left arm to
shoulder level, turn palm up and continue lifting the arm overhead. Reach
up, lengthening the left side of the body, and begin bending to the right
side. Do not tilt forward or backward, keep the left elbow straight. Let the
right hand slide down the leg, providing some support as you deepen the
bend. Hold and stretch for three deep relaxed breaths. Inhale, return back
to center, exhale and release arm. Alternate sides, repeating twice on each
side.
Standing Poses are an excellent start for beginners and
are an essential foundational building block for your athome practice and can be practiced in the workspace.
Standing poses will ground, center, increase your
balance and may improve the way we sit, stand and
walk in daily life.
9. Triangle Pose (Trikonasana) (Pictured Below)
From Mountain Pose, bring the feet 3-4 feet or a leg’s
length apart. Pivot the right foot 90-degrees to the
right, and turn the left foot in slightly by moving the
heel away. The heel of the right foot should be in the
line with the arch of the left foot, and both soles should
rest firmly on the floor. Keep the
pelvis level and facing forward,
sensing a feeling of openness
through the front of the pelvis
and thigh which extends
throughout the body. Then
in one smooth movement,
inhale and raise the
arms directly out to
the sides, keeping the
shoulders down and
broadening from the
center of the chest.
Relax and breathe.
Now lower the left
arm and place the
forearm
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on the lower back. Exhaling, shift the pelvis to the left and move the
shoulders to the right, bringing the right shoulder out and over the leg.
Smoothly continue the movement, bending to the right (bend from the top
of the leg, not the waist) and placing the right hand on the leg either just
above or below the knee. The weight of the body is only partially supported
by the arm. Turn the head to look at the right foot, align neck with the leg.
Shift awareness to the left side and widen the pelvis by drawing the left hip
back. Then move your attention upward, opening the abdomen, chest and
shoulder. Keep both thighs active. Raise your arm and extend it from the
shoulder, palm facing forward. Relax in the pose, breathing and sensing
the expansion of the entire front body.
At the end of this mini-yoga session, smoothly bring yourself down into
Savasana (Corpse Pose lying flat on your back).
Conclude your session with a thorough 10-minute relaxation.
Relax in Corpse Pose, allowing all the bones and muscles to surrender and
observe the senses.
Recognize all the wonderful, calming sensations throughout your body;
Yoga practice and meditation can trigger an endorphin release yielding a
sense of joy and peace.
Namaste, Kara
* If you are pregnant, check with your doctor or health professional before starting
yoga.
Source: Steps 1-9 direct quote from Yoga: Mastering the Basics by Sandra Anderson
& Rolf Sovik, Psy.D. Copyright 2000 The Himalayan Institute of Yoga Science and
Philosophy of the USA
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Rebuild your Business:
Private Labeling

by Michael Mastracci
Private Labeling is a great way to make you’re own brand
stand out. We generally suggest private labeling for
practitioners that can move 36-144 units of a single product
in a month. Consult your sales professional at Nutritional
Frontiers to see if private labeling is the right option for you.

Step One: Product Selection
Select what product or products would be appropriate to sell in your office.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Minimum order for Private label is 36 on the first order, 24 for reorders.
Private Labels (First Order) - Label creation starts at the time of payment.
The first order will be shipped one month from the time the label is
approved, provided the product is in stock. Full payment is due at the time
of the order, and is nonrefundable. Nutritional Frontiers will not hold stock
on any private label unless it is paid for in full.
Reorders: Ship within two weeks provided the product is in stock.
Credit Card payment is processed in full at the time the order is placed.
Label Changes: There is a $500 change fee for any label redesign within
one year after label proof is approved.
Bar codes are provided by the client and can be acquired at:
www.gs1us.org/
If you’d like to have a barcode on your label you will need to establish an
account with gs1us to create bar codes. You are not required to have a
bar code on your label, but they are recommended for proper inventory
management.
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Below is an example of what areas can be edited for private label use. The
panels on left and right must remain the same. However, you can edit the
design, logo, name, and address area.
Logo, Design, and Product Name

Color of this formula may vary due to color
variations of the natural ingredients.

Adrenamax III

Warning: If pregnant or nursing,
consult your healthcare practitioner
before taking this product.

Advanced Support*

Supplement Facts
Serving Size: 3 Capsules
Servings Per Container: 30
Amount Per Serving
Cordyceps Sinensis 7% ext
Panax Ginseng 8% ginsenosides
Eleutherococcus
(0.8% eleutherosides)
Ashwagandha 5%
Licorice Root (glycyrrhiza glabra)
Rhodiola Rosea 3%

Keep out of reach of children.
Store in a cool, dry place.
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Manufactured to cGMP standards and distributed by:
Nutritional Frontiers; 3191Washington Pike,
Bridgeville, PA 15017; www.nutritionalfrontiers.com
(412) 922-2566
02JW171B.090

Suggested Use: As a dietary supplement, take 3
capsules, 1-2 times daily, or as directed by your
healthcare practitioner.

ADRENAL SOLUTIONS *
A Dietary Supplement
90

Vegetarian Capsules

%DV

800 mg
400 mg

*
*

300 mg
150 mg
100 mg
100 mg

*
*
*
*

* %DV (Daily Value) not established.
Other Ingredients: Vegetable Stearate, Rice Flour,
Hypromellose and Water

Distribution Info

Label Approval- A proof will be created within two weeks from the time of the
order. (Final Label Approval – Please carefully proofread the words, design,
layout and colors for your label. We do not go to print until we have your final
approval. Any changes after final approval may be subject to a fee based on
the inventory in stock.)

Michael Mastracci
Creative Art Director

I’ve had a successful career with Nutritional
Frontiers. I started a little over 7 years
ago when the company decided to bring
on an in-house designer as opposed to
outsourcing their designs. Working with
a nutrition company was a logical choice
for me having been a college athlete.
Since begining work here, I have gained a
great deal of knowledge on the industry
and current health issues affecting many
throughout the world. I have a personal
sense of pride in the fact that I have created
and published almost all of the visuals and
design work that you currently see and I look
forward to keeping NF recognizable in the
market place. I spend my free time working
on personal projects, spending time with my
family and friends, staying healthy at the
gym, and teaching on the weekends.
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Rebuild your Business:
Sales

by Jamie Dorley

Sales

Strengthening sales is one of the first things to consider for increasing
practice profits. Consumers are inundated with choices for their health
care, lifestyle guidance and supplement choices. Focus on creating
a unique, attractive, and relevant business model. We have provided
insight on using our available education, purchasing and inventory
management, marketing, sample solutions, technology, wellness events
and private labeling options to increase your practice profits. Here are
additional tools that Nutritional Frontiers offers to our partners:

Protocols

Wellness Solutions are a simple and easy way to help customize your
protocol for specific conditions. Nutritional Frontiers offers 12 unique
wellness solutions to address your needs. Each Wellness Solution includes
a lifestyle program with recommendations on food, movement, sleep,
digestion, and emotional wellness.

Formulations

Be unique - you can buy “products” anywhere
including online, retail outlets and even the gas station,
however all products are not created equal. You need to have unique
formulas that are comprised of the right ingredients in the proper forms
that maximize absorption, assimilation, and excretion. Having a variety
of delivery system options maximize compliance and in turn increase
results.
The delivery systems offered by Nutritional Frontiers include powders,
liquids, tinctures, chewable wafers, veggie caps, sprays, and creams.
This myriad of choices provides ease of use for patients of any age and a preferred product
for your shelf!

PRT Patented Research and Trademarked Ingredients (PRT Ingredients)

Nutritional Frontiers is a leader in the field of cutting-edge product development, utilizing
over 40 PRT in our supplements! Albion™ TRAACS™, Activin®, BioCell Collagen®, OmniActive
Health Technologies’ CurcuWIN™ and Lutemax 2020, Suntheanine®, Forslean®, and Danisco®
Probiotics are leaders in their field and are a few of the PRTs that are utilized in our formulations.
These ingredients are backed with research for safety and effectiveness, always giving you
and your clients the best results.

Best Practices

Considering the present state of health, Nutritional Frontiers currently offers FREE SHIPPING
on all orders, including drop ships directly to the consumer for a limited time. Take advantage
of this benefit and pass it along to your clients to make you stand out in the crowd. Nutritional
Frontiers is your partner in health, with the added benefit of sales solutions. Contact your sales
professional today to arrange a business consultation and review.
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In the field:

“New”tritional Frontiers
By Christine Blocher
From our partnership with Dr. James Winer to our most recent role as an essential business,
Nutritional Frontiers has brought new ideas, new products, and new business models to the
forefront of the healthcare industry.
Nutritional Frontiers was created from a need for a more personalized approach to natural
health care. Jamie Dorley, Co-Founder, Owner, and CEO of Nutritional Frontiers, along with
the late Co-Founder, Dr. James Winer, had a NEW idea; implement nutrition into a healthcare
professional’s office. Jamie was, at the time, a representative for another nutraceutical
company. He and Dr. Winer came up with the blueprint for Nutritional Frontiers. Using the
Winer Wellness Center as a launchpad for their business model, they set out to “Make the
World Healthy.” Keeping the practitioner and client in mind, they used their combined years
of experience to formulate better products that used “the right amount of the right ingredients
in the right combinations.” To keep the business consumer-driven and not product-driven,
they added an education program, implemented a sampling program, made updates to
office technology, and held wellness events- a NEW contender in the nutraceutical market
was born.
Fast forward to today. Dr. Winer has passed, and Jamie has surrounded himself with a team
that has built up Nutritional Frontiers to its current position as a leader in implementing
wellness. The business has moved from its beginnings in the Winer Wellness Center to a new
building and employs over 17 wellness ambassadors.
Amid the current health crisis, Nutritional Frontiers is considered “essential” and must
navigate in a new business atmosphere. Following the new guidelines, Nutritional Frontiers
has forged a way through the storm. New cleaning and social distancing rules have been
implemented in the office, which have remained operational with our full staff during the
crisis. Practitioners and customers continue their health care protocol thanks to the new
ways of conducting business that have evolved from this crisis; Video meetings replace live
meetings and training events. Winer Wellness Week was held virtually. Sales professionals
worked from home. Free shipping and Drop Ships were implemented. When stock levels ran
low due to supply chain challenges, new applications for available formulas were researched
and shared. New products were developed to meet the new health challenge- Super Zinc50, Cinchona Tincture, Lypo-C, Immune Kit, Hand Sanitizer, Get Fit Kit and the Keep Calm Kit
hit the shelves. Wellness Wednesdays on Facebook LIVE focused on the unique challenges of
Corona Virus and COVID-19 and offered solutions to navigate in the “NewNormal.”
For over a decade, when Nutritional Frontiers faces setbacks or challenges, they use new
ways of thinking to create a comeback and to make a difference in a “New”tritional way.
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Nutritional Frontiers

3191 Washington Pike • Bridgeville, PA 15017
877-412-2566

GI
Complete
• Soothing, Cooling and
Healing of the GI Tract
• Promotes Regularity
• Easy to Absorb, Great
Tasting Powder
• Proven to be Safe
and Effective
now available in two flavors, lemon lime and original raspberry!

Order now! 412-922-2566
nutritionalfrontiers.com

